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Like member of SEE Internet community, I had a pleasure to attend and participate at another 

SEEDIG event and I want to thank ICANN for funding and support. I have noticed less participant 

than usual meaning that ICANN support will be important in the future also for further SEEDIG 

initiative strengthen  

I would like to take the opportunity to underlinee the great effort and invested energy of  

colleagues from SEEDIG to ensure that all topics are well presented, covered by competent 

participants and interactive. 

I will not repeat all panels mentioned in Matthias report , I will stress only general  topics in the 

conference programme chosen like the most interesting for SEE internet community : 

- Security and trust 

- Infrastructure and technologies for digital innovations 

- Digital business : trends, challenges  and regulations 

- Digital technologies: Enhancing accessability and skills 

Messages sent from conference can be read on the following link: 

https://seedig.net/seedig5-messages/ 

As member of EURALO ALS, I would notice that internet users had not panel participants at all. 

All panels were organized and presented by professionals with their view on internet topics 

We brought some quantity of EURALO leaflets, position them on  the table with the other 

brochures, at the end of the day there wer none of them. I hoped that they found their way to 

internet community. Unfortunately, tommorow morning they were brought back to the table 

As You could saw on the photo in Mattthias report, there were quite nice number of EURALO 

members (some of them are missing on the picture) and I would lke if EURALO can organize 

some panel in order to be  better presented and noticed by the internet community. 

Last sentence will be my excuse for my late report, as result of some private issues in last few 

months. 
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